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Marko Kunich is a teenager in a small, fishing village. Little does he know that his life is about to
change. The Empire is at war. The forces of Emperor Rau are struggling against the forces of the
King Kastav. Just when it appears that the Empire is getting the upper hand, a new threat emerges
from the Kingdom. The Imperial Mage, once thought of as the perfect soldier, is up against a new
threat: Royal Priests. These priests are infiltrating and decimating the Imperial forces, seemingly at
will.Marko is thrown into the war. He finds himself caught up in the intrigue, politics and violence of
this desperate battle. How can a mere child survive in this world? Marko discovers a latent talent
that few possess. He has magic! But is there enough time for him to learn it in order to survive and
protect his friends?
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The story starts off with invaders slaughtering a boy's father which leaves them with no trade skill so
his mother takes him to his uncle where he begins his hero journey. Along the way he picks up a
magical artifact, becomes awesome at anything he does, saves the day more than once, and is
advanced far above his humble beginnings by the end of the book.Unfortunately, everything comes

super easy to him. He starts off decent at the sword because his father taught him which I can
believe. But then he gets additional training and is able to beat veterans which is ok... not the worst
thing ever since this is how a lot of young protagonists are portrayed in other books I've read.
What's really lame though is that he's so awesome at everything he goes from entry level student to
graduated in a few short weeks. He goes from merchant intern to graduated in less time. And he
becomes an expert tracker with just a few tips he recalled from his father. And now he's doing
awesome things with magic without any training. Even the one thing he's bad at weapons-wise he
becomes awesome at when it counts.He's also super mature and even when he gets dragged out
by his friends he doesn't overindulge or act crazy or anything else you'd expect from a teenager.
Heck, I'd have expected an older character to have at least one incident with rule breaking, fighting,
drunken craziness or anything. But nope, this kid goes about his days with a perfectly squeaky
clean record. B.O.R.I.N.G.So with all that awesomeness you'd think people would be jealous right?
Nope. Even the people who frowned at his low status at the merchant's guild were quickly on the
fan wagon and everyone this kid meets automatically respects and likes him.
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